Language Section

A.
1. Iceland has about 130 volcanic mountains, 18 of which have erupted since the settlement of the island (in 874 AD).
2. …… about 100,000 flights hadn’t been cancelled, airlines wouldn’t have lost more than $2 billion.
3. They won’t go bankrupt provided that they get some government help. / Provided that they get some government help, they won’t go bankrupt.
4. The eruption sent such a lot of ash into the atmosphere that the amount of sunlight reaching our planet decreased...

B.
1. is generally used
2. has risen / has been rising
3. prefer / prefers
4. feel / are feeling
5. haven’t seen
6. will be practised / are going to be practised

C.

1. a 6. d
2. c 7. a
3. b 8. c
4. a 9. b
5. d 10. a
READING SECTION

TEXT I

A.
1. the technology (to identify the sex of a fetus)
2. the society
3. a / the bare-branch rebel group (in the north of China) / the Nien
4. the percentage of (young)(adult) men without wives

B.
1. diminished
2. dilemma
3. successive

C.
1. The men without advantages like money, skills, education. / The men who are poor, unskilled, illiterate. / Men in the lowest socioeconomic class. / Men without advantages. /
2. (That) more violent crime is committed by unmarried young adult men than by married young adult men. / Young adult men with little chance of forming families of their own are much more prone to attempt to improve their situation through violent and criminal behavior.

D.
1. c 2. a

TEXT II

A.
1. another's writing / the writing
2. she has often taken a paragraph and changed a few words to make it "her" own work.
3. teaching assistants and freshmen
4. (the) / (an) honor code
B.  1. ramifications  
2. enforce  
3. violate  

C.  
1. Because students often do not understand exactly what constitutes cheating. / Because standards are changing. / Because students aren’t sure what's cheating and what isn't.  
2. To fight cheating. / To describe the boundaries of legitimate and illegitimate work, and to set the penalties for breaking it. 

D.  
1. b  
2. d  

LOGICAL SEQUENCE  

1. d  
2. c  
3. c  

VOCABULARY SECTION  

A.  

1. triggered  
2. promote  
3. eliminate  
4. doubled  
5. monitored  
6. gathered  

B.  

1. inventor  
2. succeeded  
3. distance  
4. connection(s)